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Speck 139185-5085 mobile phone case 13.8 cm (5.42") Cover
Transparent

Brand : Speck Product code: 139185-5085

Product name : 139185-5085

- 8-foot drop protection for extreme durability
- Two-layers of perimeter protection in a transparent scratch and stretch-resistant polycarbonate
material that stays clear longer
- Microban® reduces bacteria growth by 99% to protect the case creating a cleaner surface
- Anti-yellowing UV protection for superior clarity
- Raised bezel screen protection
- Quality tested against everyday wear and tear
- Slim design allows for easy wireless charging
- Screen protection helps protect your screen from scratching and shattering if, and/or when your phone
falls and lands face-down
- Lifetime warranty
iPhone 12 mini, Clear, 8-foot
Speck 139185-5085. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Apple, Compatibility: iPhone 12 mini,
Maximum screen size: 13.8 cm (5.42"), Surface coloration: Monochromatic, Product colour: Transparent

Features

Maximum screen size * 13.8 cm (5.42")
Compatibility * iPhone 12 mini
Case type * Cover
Product colour * Transparent
Surface coloration Monochromatic
Brand compatibility * Apple

Features

Desktop stand
Closure type Not applicable
Protection features Scratch resistant, Shock resistant

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 2 pc(s)
Screen protector
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